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Introduction 
Space vehicle aerodynamics enhances the interest in accurate numerical methods for solving 
the Boltzmann equation, which describes the state of a dilute gas. Among them, the Direct 
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) scheme of Nanbu [11,12] approximates the velocity distribu- 
tion by a sum of Dirac measures (particles). The time is discretized by steps of length At; for the 
spatially independent case (which describes the collision process in each space cell) the numerical 
solution at time (n + l)At is obtained from the solution at time n At by combining a direct 
one-step method with some Monte Carlo sampling. A drawback of this scheme are fluctuations 
caused by the use of pseudo-random numbers. We have recently shown [9] that some concepts of 
number theory can be usefully applied in this area. The sampling can be written as a numerical 
integration. The error is defined as the discrepancy of the particles relative to the exact solution 
and this error is estimated by means of the discrepancies of the sequences that perform the 
quadratures. It is consequently suggested to replace the pseudo-random numbers by low 
discrepancy sequences. They are utilized to some extent in the codes developed at the University 
of Kaiserslautem [l] for the Hermes space shuttle. 
The aim of the present article is to improve the convergence properties of our methods [9] with 
respect to the time step. Like in our preceding paper, the analysis is restricted to an infinite 
spatially homogeneous and isotropic gas (the velocity distribution is radially symmetric) whose 
differential cross section u(g) equals k/g where g is the relative speed and k is some constant. 
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In Section 1 we present our quasi-Monte Carlo schemes for solving the Boltzmann equation: we 
call them Low Discrepancy (LD) methods. In Section 2 the errors of the LD methods are 
estimated by means of the discrepancies of the sequences used in the quadratures. In Section 3 
the effective errors are computed when an exact solution is known: the DSMC scheme is 
compared with the LD methods associated to a Halton’s sequence and a Faure’s sequence 
respectively. 
1. LD methods 
Let k>Oandf, beafunctionlR++R+ such that /,+~‘f,( u) du = 1. Let T > 0 and f be a 
regular function which verifies the Boltzmann equation [2]: 
VUE R3, vt~ [OJI, 
where 
s;= (nES2: n+-w)>O}, 
u’=u-n-(u- w)n, w’= w+n-(u- w)n; 
and 
VUE R3, f( lul,O> =fd 14). 
Let B(lR +) be the space of all bounded measurable functions everywhere defined on 54 +. Let us 
denote 1= [OJ). It is shown in our first article [9] that f also verifies: 
v+EB(R+), 
$/. h>u2f(u, t> du=4kTL2xIi [&.I’) -+(u)]u2f(u, t)w*f(w, t) du dw da db, 
+ + 
where u’ = [a, b; w, u], with 
[a, b; w, u] = u2 + w2 + ((u’+ w’)’ - 4(2b - 1)2u2w2)1’2(2u - l)]L/2,21/2. 
We numerically solve this equation by first choosing M, N E l’V and a time step At = T/M, 
assuming q = 4kTAt < 1. Let V” = { u p: 1 G i f N } be a sorted sequence of R +: 
i>,i’*u~g2u~, and f”=$ C S(U-uY), 
I<l<N 
where S( u - up) is the Dirac measure at up. 
A sequence 
c qu-cl;): I<&) 
l<i<N 
is then generated as follows: 
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(i) A Radon measure g” on Iw + is defined by: 
v+ E B(R +>, 
+4/ [c+‘) -+(u)]f”-l(du)fn-l(dw) da db. 
w:x12 
(ii) For 1 < i 6 N, 1 <j < N let x, i be the characteristic function Of 
and xi the characteristic function of 
If K”+ is 
then 
Let 
[q, 1) x [q&j. 
defined on I4 by 
K”+(a, b, c, d) = c +(u:-‘)x,(c, d) 
I[ a be u?-‘, ,,?-l ’ ’ J ])xi.ik d), 
/. +b)g”@u) = ~JW+) dz. 
+ 
Z” = ( z(n-l)N+,= (u(n-l)N+l,b~n-l)N+l, C(n-l)N+lJ(n-l)N+I ): l,</<N} 
be a sequence in I4 with the property: 
(P) Any subset 
13x[G,-f-j, l<i<N, 
contains one term of Z”. 
We define f” by: 
‘+ E B(R+)> j- +b)f”(du) = $ c W&,++,)~ 
R+ l<I<N 
The sequence V” = { u:: 1 G i < N } is then sorted with respect to the order on Iw. 
We call the preceding method the LD method associated to the sequence Z = { zp: 1 G p G MN } _ 
In order to analyse the convergence properties of these schemes, let us introduce some 
convenient tools of number theory [8]. 
Let s be a positive integer. A subinterval of I” is a subset n, d I ~ s [ a,, b,) of I”. Let J” be the 
family of all subintervals of I” and J”* be the family of all subintervals of the form 
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n l<,<sP, c,>. F or a sequence X = { xP: 1 < p G P } in I” and a subset E of I” we denote 
A( 2, Xx> = Card{ p: 1 < p G P, xp E E }. Then the discrepancy of X is defined by 
where 1 J 1 is the measure of J. The * -discrepancy of X is defined by 
A(J, X) D;(x)= sup p 
JE.~* 
- ,J,i. 
Throughout the paper t” = n A t and, for r > 0, +,. is the characteristic function of [0, r), 
d;(r) = j$ I<F<N+&? -J, +r(+‘f(u> t”) du. 
1. + 
According to the definition of Hlawka and Muck [5], D,$( V”, f) = Sup,, 0 1 d$( r) 1 is then the 
* -discrepancy of the sequence I/” relative to the density u’f( u, t”). It is the measure of the error 
that we estimate in the next section. For r > 0 let 
-/ Mu’> - %Wl u’f( u, t”)w2f(w, t”) du dw da db, 
lR:xIz 
c”(r) =J 
[t”, r”+‘]xw+ 
a(~)[ $(u, t”) - $(u, t)]u2 du dt, 
a:(r) = ; c K”+l+J~,N+J - j$‘+i%(z) dz. 
l<I<N 
In our first article [9] we have established 
Iei(r>l G 3o,*(v/“, j>, 
and, if f is twice continuously differentiable with respect to t, which will be subsequently 
assumed, 
If we define A>(r) = c a;( ) r we obtain the following estimate. 
O<tTl<fl 
Lemma 1. We have 
ON* (V”, f) < exp(l2kTt”)D,* ( V”, f) 
+At J 
1 ifl’f 
lo,f’lx~+ 
exp(l2kT( t” - t)) c( II, t) u* dv dt 
+ 12kTAt c (1+3q)“-“-*Supid”,( + Sup 
O<m<n-2 r>O r>o 
IA;‘(r) i. 
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Proof. Summing the identities 
d;(r) = d:-‘(r) + qez-‘(r) + en-l(r) +6;-‘(r) 
and taking into account the previous estimates lead to 
DN*(VnJ)0N*(V0J)+3q c G(IY.0 
06mGn-l 
+AI[~,~~,~~+~!$(u. t) iu2 dv dt + Sup IA>‘(r) / 
r>O 
which gives the conclusion by a recurrence. •I 
We estimate in the next section Sup,, o 1 A$( r) ( by means of the discrepancies of some 
sequences defined by 2. This gives error bounds for the LD methods. 
2. Error bounds 
We utilize in this section a result (R) of Niederreiter and Wills [13]. Let E be a measurable 
subset of I”, for some s E N * and X = {x,,: 1 G p < P} be a sequence in I”. Then (R) estimates 
the difference between the exact measure ) E ) of E and its Monte Carlo approximation 
A( E, X)/P. Precisely, for 6 > 0 let us denote: 
E,= {zEI? ~z’EE, ((z-z’(( cc}, 
E_,= {zEI’: VZ’EI’\E, l/z-~‘(1 w}, 
where I] *II is the Euclidean norm in Iw”. Then 
(R) If 3K > 1 V’r > 0, Max( I EC \ E I, IE \ -5, I) 4 Kc then for every sequence 
X=(x,: l~p<P} in I”, (A(E, X)/P- JEJ I <(4Ks”2+2K+1)D,(X)““. 
In order to express A’&‘(r), for some n E k/ *, as a difference A( E, X)/P - I E I, we need some 
new notations. 
For 1 < m G A4 let us denote i”(r) = C lG1 <,&r( urn). Since the sequence I/” is sorted, 
{i: l,<i<N, u,?-U} =[l. im(r)]. 
For (b, w, U) E [OJ] X 64 : we define 
2r2 - v2 - w2 
2[ ( v2 + w’)’ - 4(2b - l)2~2w2]1’2 
if vzw or u=w#Oand b#O,l; otherwise 
&JO) = g;,,(l) = +Au), 8,,0@) = 1. 
The function g”,,, is continuous on [O,l] and verifies 
(i) u G u’, w < w’ = V’b E [O,l] g,,,(b) 2 g,,,,,(b). 
(ii) V(a, b, w, u) EI~X R:, [a, b; w, v] croa <g”,,,(b). 
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We denote g,: = jV7,,,- and 
AT= ((a, b)E12: uQ$(b)), 
Finally if, for n E N ’ and r > 0, 
G;(r) = [CL 1) x 
o<mgn-1 
q(r)= u u u A;xCjix ;,+j, 
~<~<n--l lsi<N l<j<N [ 
xi= c,N+I~ dmN+I, ,,N (( 
mN+l-1 
1 
:O<m<n--l,l<l<N 
mN+l-1 
,,N 
:O<m<n-l,l<l<N 
we have 
A;‘(r) = n [~~(G~(‘% Xi) -IGZ(r)l] +n[~~~G!(r)~ Yi) -IF,“(r)\]- 
The three following lemmas establish that the hypothesis of result (R) is fulfilled by G;(r) 
and Fi( r) respectively. When J is a real interval, we shall subsequently note J * = J n I and xJ 
the characteristic function of J. For P E IBI * let C, = { cP: 1 <p < P }. 
Lemma 2. For all c > 0, the following inequality holcis 
Max(IGi(r), \ G;(r) 1, [G%(r) \ GZdr)-,I) 
< [2 + 2(n - l)D~~_r)N(C~._r)N) + gk~t”-‘]~. 
Proof. Let e > 0 and define 
R,G= [q-c, q)* X12, 
T,G= [q, 1) X o i”(r) [ 
m+l 
, N 
+c)*x ;, y- 
F/G=[qJ)x u J& 
lgm<n-1 
where 
if i”-‘(r) < i”(r); otherwise 
i”(r) + ~ i”-‘(r) + f 111 m + ~ * 
N 7 N n’ n 1 . 
Then G:(r), c R,G U T,G U V,G, hence 
iGz(r)E\G:(r)\<b+ lczn_liy - im>r)i]e. 
. . 
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The same estimate for 1 G;(r) \ G;(r)_, I . 1s similarly obtained. For i: 1 < i < N, let f(i): 
1 G f(i) G N and d~,_ljN+,(ij E [(i - 1)/N, i/N). Then 
i”(r) - - i”-‘(r) = 
N N - $ c +r(P)x,o,q) (qm-I)N+lJ 
l&l<N 
+ + c c &[ [ a(,-*)N+r(,),b~m-l)hr+l(,); T1, V) 
1 <i<N 1 <J<N 
Consequently, 
x ‘1 q(/--1),‘N,qJ/N ) 
(C(,- >. l)N+/(r) 
I,,;_ 1y - ‘m;(r) 14 $A([O. 41,C,n-,)N) 
which leads to the final estimate. 0 
Lemma 3. For all c > 0, the following inequality holds 
Max (IG(r),\G(r)l, [G(r) ‘G(r)-,I) 
< [9 + S(n - l)~&&&)N) + %lt”-‘]C 
Proof. Let E > 0 and define 
S,={y=(a, b, c, d, e)EZ’: c<cord<c}, 
forl<i<N,l<j,(N, 
* TC,;= qN+c 4$ +c x 
i 
j-1 1 [ i-l 7 +c,++c i 
* 
andforl<m<n-1, 
~.~-l,m= ((a, b)E12: gF-‘(b)<a<gT(b)), 
JT;*m-l= ((a, b)E12: gT(b)<a<gT-l(b)). 
Let US first suppose e < l/n and denote 
u ( y.y-’ \A;,)xT,C,,x ;‘t+c [ )I . 
Then, using that all the sequences P’“’ are sorted, F;(r), c S, U T, F U V, F. Hence, by noticing 
that ( AFc \ AZ) G 2(1 + l )E, we obtain 1 KF I < [4<(1 + c)(n - 1) + V(g)]c, where 
v(g)=+ c c c llg?W -g;-‘(b) 1 db 
l<m<n-1 l<i<N IGJGN I 
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and consequently 1 F;(r), \ F;(r) I < (9 + v(g))<- 
If now c:>l/n, let PEN: 2<p<n and (p-l)/ n c c G p/n and denote, for 1 G i < N, 
l<j<NandO<m<n-1: 
1;=Sup {g;‘: O<m<n-1, lm-m’l Gp}, 
L;= [(a, b)H2: aqq(b)), 
T,‘F= u u u A;xT,C,;x y+], 
O<m<n-1 16iGN l<j<N [ n 
U,F= u u 
O<m<n-1 l<i<N l<jgN 
W,F= u u u [y-x T,c,,x [y, y* 
l<m<n-1 l~i<N l<j<N 
Then, using again that all the sequences V” are sorted, F;(r) ~ c S, U T,‘F U U, F U W, F. Hence, 
by noticing that ( Lz, \ L$ I G 2(1 + C)E, we obtain I F;(r), \ F;(r) ) < (5 + 2V(g))c. Conse- 
quently, for any E > 0, I F;(r), \ F{(r) I < (9 + 2V(g))e. 
The same estimate for I F;(T) \ F$(r)_,) is analogously established. The final result arises 
then from Lemma 4. q 
Lemma 4. We have the estimate 
Proof. Let V(g) denote the left-hand side of the inequality. We first remark 
/, 1 g;(b) - g;-‘(b) 1 db 
= Jl (I 12 4% a, b; VJ”, urn]) - +r([ a, b; v~-‘, vy-‘]) / da db. 
Then, by noticing that, for (a, b, w) E I2 x iI3 + and r > 0, the application v E IF3 + --, +&a, b; 
w, u]) is the characteristic function of an interval [0, s( a, b, w)), where s(a, b, w) E IR + and 
using the fact that the sequences Vmel and V” are sorted, we obtain 
-&([a, b; vi”-‘, v7-l III/ da db. 
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We now split the latter terms as follows 
$ c [+&z, b; u,“, urn]) - &([ u, b; uJm-l, $-‘])] 
l<i<N 
l<i<N l<h<N 
x X[ q(h-l)/N,qh/N j k(,- 1 l)N+/(r) 
+ $ c [+I~([ a, b; UT”, UT-‘]) - &([a, b; u,Y? UT-~])], 
l<i<N 
where 1(i) is defined in the proof of Lemma 2. We apply a similar splitting to 
$ c [+&I, b; u,“, ~:-‘])-&([a, b; uJ”-‘, uT1]j]. 
l<j<N 
We obtain at the end V(g) G (4/N)A([O, q], C(n-I)N)y which leads to the conclusion. 0. 
Now putting together the conclusions of the lemmas and making use of the result (R) we obtain 
error bounds for LD methods. 
Theorem. The errors of the LD method associated to the sequence Z are estimated us follows. Vn, 
lGn<M, 
DN*(K f) 
< exp(12knt”)D,*(V”, f) 
+At 
J 
exp(l2ka(t” - t)) “f (u t) 
1% f”lXR+ i 1 at2 ’ 
u2 du dt 
+12kTAt c exp(12ka(t”-2 - tm))(m + 1) 
O<m<n-2 
x [ (4. 5112 + 2)(11 + lOmD,*, (C,,) + 40krt”) + l] Dcm+lJN ( YF+1)1’5 
+n[(4.5 1’2 + 2)(11 + lO(n - l)D&,,,(C+,,,) +40/W-‘) + l] DnN(Y;)1’5. 
We compute in the next section D;( V”, f) when an exact solution is known, for the DSMC 
scheme as well as for the LD methods associated to two different low discrepancy sequences Z. 
3. Computations 
Krook and Wu [7] have reported the discovery of an exact solution of the Boltzmann equation 
in the simplified case to which the present analysis is restricted, for the following initial velocity 
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distribution: 
fo( u) = T ( &)3”u2 exp( - 20’). 
Then, when k = 3/2a, 
f(u, 1)’ 4 5H(t) - 3 + 1 -H(t) 
(21T)1’2H( t)5’2 H(t) u2] exp[-&)]’ 
where H(t) = 1 - f exp( - t). 
We take T = 1.5 which almost corresponds to an equilibrium state and we test four methods: 
DSMC, DSMC+, LDA and LDF. 
The DSMC scheme can be formulated as an LD method, with the restriction that the I/” 
sequences (0 G n < M) are not sorted [9]. The associated sequence 2 is composed of pseudo-ran- 
dom numbers. For our computations, we have first generated a pseudo-random sequence 
u= {u,: 1 <p G MN + 2) by a linear congruential method [14]: p, r and y0 are integers with 
Al. > 2 and 0 G y, < p, X is a positive integer relatively prime to p. A sequence { yp: 0 G _JJ, < p, 
p > 0) is calculated by the recursion y,+i = Xyp + r (mod p). We derive then U by setting 
up =v,/p. The pseudo-random numbers generator RANU2 which is implemented on the 
computer Siemens VP100 of the University of Kaiserslautern takes Al. = 231, r = 1234 567 891, 
y0 = 0 and A = 32 771. We have then defined a sequence Z by 
i 
l-1 
Z nN+I = u nN-61, u nN+I+l, ‘nN+l+27 
-_) N 
forO<n<M-1, l<l<N 
(the last component never appears and just means that the others are valid for the Zth particle). 
The sequence I/’ is defined classically: Let F, be the distribution function 
It is differentiable and its inverse function +. is also differentiable. Let us choose a sequence 
S = { si: 1 < i G N} of pseudo-random numbers (we take s, = ui for the computations). We then 
set uy = +o(si), 1 < i < N. Following Hlawka and Muck [5], it is easily shown that D$( v”, f) = 
D;(S). 
The error bound of the theorem will then be smaller if we replace the pseudo-random 
sequence S by T = ((2i - 1)/2N: 1 G i G N }: It is shown in the book of Kuipers and Nieder- 
reiter [8] that this sequence has the smallest * -discrepancy, namely l/2 N. The DSMC scheme 
with this slight modification is subsequently called DSMC+. The following LD methods make 
also use of T for defining V”. 
The LDA method is associated to a Halton’s sequence [4]. Let s E N * and { rh: 1 < h < s} be 
a set of pair-wise relatively prime integers. For 1 < h < s let us associate to any positive integer p, 
the expansion of p - 1 in basis r,,: 
p-l= c ar’(p)r,f withO<ar’(p)<r,-1, 
g&O 
and let us define $ = Cp,oar)( p)r;g-‘. We tak es=4and N=r,“forsomev~RJ*.Itisthen 
easily shown, for instance in the article of Faure [3], that, by setting zp = (xb, xi, xj, x,“) for 
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1 G p G MN, the property (P) is satisfied. Moreover the estimates of Hua and Wang [6] lead to: 
and 
D 
if 
(m+l)N>Max [Max{r,: l<h~4},min{r~: lgh~4}]. 
For our computations we have taken r, = 2, r, = 3, r3 = 7 and r4 = 5. A convenient algorithm for 
vector computer generation of the Halton’s sequence is available in [lo]. 
The LDF method is associated to a Faure’s sequence [3]. Let s E N * and r be a prime with 
r > s. We associate to any p E N * the expansion of p - 1 in basis r: 
p-l= c a,(p)rg withO<a,(p)<r--1. 
g>o 
Let us first define xj = c aJ p)r-g-l. Let 
g>o 
X,= 4: nERd*, PEN, p<r” 
i r i 
and C: X, + X, be the application defined by: if x = C, ~ ,,agr-g-l 
finite number of the ug being equal to 0, then 
Cx = c bgrPg-’ where bg = c i a,, (mod r). 
g>o hag i i 
For 2 G h < r, let xp” = Ch-‘xi. Let us then choose s distinct 
l<n,<r. We take s=4 and N=r’ for some VEN*. If we set 
1 <p G MN, the property (P) is satisfied. The recent estimates of 
with the following effective bound: 
with 0 G ug < r - 1, all but a 
integers nh: 1 < h < s, with 
zp = (xi’, x;‘, xJ3, x,““) for 
Niederreiter [15] provide us 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer < x, 
I lnr . 
Additionally, if m = rc for some p E N *, the estimates of Hua and Wang [6] lead to 
G&,,v) G +r+l. 1 
For our computations we have taken r = 5 and n, = 4, rr2 = 3, rr3 = 2, n4 = 1. 
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Table 1 
Errors D,$ ( V”, f) for the DSMC scheme 
M N=25 N=125 N=625 N = 3125 N = 15625 N = 78125 
16 5.00 E-l 8.72 E-2 1.00 E- 1 6.29 E- 2 3.30 E-2 2.78 E-2 
64 1.75 E- 1 2.42 E-l 1.39 E- 1 2.72 E-2 1.10 E-2 1.19 E-2 
256 1.78 E- 1 2.42 E- 1 4.08 E-2 9.08 E- 3 4.52 E-3 9.98 E-3 
1024 1.95 E- 1 5.29 E-2 3.39 E- 2 3.00 E-2 6.48 E- 3 5.13 E-3 
4096 1.61 E- 1 7.67 E-2 6.55 E-2 1.80 E-2 1.28 E-2 8.11 E- 3 
Table 2 
Errors 0; (V”, f) for the DSMC+ scheme 
M N=25 N=125 N=625 N = 3125 N = 15625 N = 78125 
16 4.34 E-l 7.97 E-2 6.69 E-2 3.39 E-2 7.98 E-3 6.97 E-3 
64 4.42 E-l 2.01 E-l 1.19 E- 1 1.67 E-2 8.93 E-3 3.80 E-3 
256 5.30 E-l 2.82 E-l 3.43 E-2 1.63 E-2 9.57 E-3 5.80 E-3 
1024 4.99 E- 1 6.49 E-2 4.06 E-2 1.83 E-2 1.21 E-2 2.05 E- 3 
4096 1.47 E- 1 1.01 E- 1 7.15 E-2 3.04 E-2 1.48 E-2 6.67 E-3 
Table 3 
Errors D,$ ( V”, f) for the LDA method 
M N=25 N=l25 N = 625 N = 3125 N = 15625 N = 78125 
16 1.71 E- 1 3.67 E-2 1.73 E-2 6.91 E- 3 2.73 E- 3 1.79 E- 3 
64 1.88 E- 1 4.82 E-2 2.29 E-2 6.51 E-3 2.16 E-3 9.50 E-4 
256 9.84 E-2 3.29 E-2 1.12 E-2 5.96 E-3 1.67 E-3 6.80 E-4 
1024 1.08 E-l 5.46 E-2 2.08 E-2 5.57 E-3 1.65 E-3 7.69 E-4 
4096 2.00 E-l 6.20 E-2 1.61 E-2 4.98 E- 3 1.90 E- 3 6.45 E-4 
Table 4 
Errors D$ ( V”, f) for the LDF method 
M N=25 N=125 
16 1.70 E-l 4.26 E-2 
64 8.22 E-2 3.73 E-2 
256 1.50 E- 1 4.09 E - 2 
1024 1.36 E-l 3.93 E-2 
4096 1.83 E- 1 5.43 E-2 
N=625 N = 3125 N = 15625 N = 78125 
1.13 E-2 9.32 E-3 2.62 E-3 1.78 E-3 
1.67 E-2 6.37 E-3 3.22 E-3 1.37 E-3 
2.19 E-2 9.85 E- 3 2.14 E- 3 8.94 E-4 
1.72 E-2 7.15 E- 3 2.11 E- 3 9.57 E-4 
1.22 E-2 4.95 E-3 1.65 E-3 7.68 E-4 
When N is a power of five, the values of D,$( V”, f) for the four schemes are listed in Tables 
1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The replacement of pseudo-random numbers by low discrepancy 
sequences for the definition of I” improves the accuracy of the DSMC scheme for large 
time-steps: the randomness of the sample velocities appears to be irrelevant. The differences in 
the performances of the LDA and LDF methods are small, with a slight advantage for the first 
one. Both of them significantly outperform the DSMC schemes. In contrast with our preceding 
LDH method [9], the error does not grow when At decreases. 
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Conclusion 
The introduction of some number-theoretic concepts in the analysis of simulation schemes for 
the Boltzmann equation seems promising. First they furnish error estimates which measure the 
accuracy of the methods and permit comparisons. Second these estimates provide us with some 
hints for the improvement of the schemes. Here we have replaced the pseudo-random numbers 
which are currently in use by low discrepancy sequences which are shown to enhance consider- 
ably the accuracy. It still remains to extend our methods within the context of space vehicle 
aerodynamics. 
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